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About This Game

At a reception organised in honour of his daughter, Melvyn Bromsby, a rich tycoon, is about to make an important
announcement concerning his future business affairs when, all of a sudden, a shot rings out. Sir Bromsby collapses, having

suffered a mortal wound to the heart...
A baffling murder, dozens of witnesses and numerous places to visit around Victorian London. You play Sherlock Holmes, and

use all your skills to shed light on this mysterious case.

Assume the role of Sherlock Holmes and Doctor Watson and meet all the heroes of the novels: Inspector Lestrade,
Wiggins, Mycroft and many others!

Investigate 5 murders! Over 40 witnesses to question, 200 clues to uncover and over 25 hours of gameplay to solve the
mystery.

Explore Victorian London, which is magnificently and faithfully reproduced in 3D.

Between each level Sherlock Holmes sets you a quiz which will validate your progress in the case.

The adventure is full of vivid cut scenes to heighten the dramatic aspect of the story.
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While a good game and fun to boot it has failed to learn the lessons of more recent point and click adventures known as basic
controller support for movement of the character and interacting with objects. If you plan on watching a good story while
sticking through with mildly choppy mouse movement in a 3d puzzlebased game you wont be disappointed as it is good but I'm
not certain most gamers would go through the effort.. i played this and it amazes me. the characters, the story mode, the stages,
the music.
man. 10\/10

also why isn't the soundtrack on steam Mr. Dan?. My first time playing the Caesar in Gaul Campaign.
Diffuculty- Very hard
No mods
no cheat

My first impression was that if felt quite easy. I started as the Nervii and made my way through the neiboring tribes and
eventaully formed the Galic confederation. At this point i felt that nothing really threaten my confederation until i lost track of
Publius Crassus and his legion who continued to harass me with hit and run tactics. Rome is closing on my borders so i decide to
unite the tribes and push them back to the Alps.

I get a message saying something about "Rome military expansion" I shrug it off as i know i have them cornerd.
But as i cross the alps who is there to meet me if not Gaius julius caesar himself. And with him stands 10 fully armed legions
ready to retake the territory they lost. By that time it was already to late...i lost half of my armies within 2 turns.
The battle for Gaul had just began.. short with a bunch of cut scenes and talk scenes but still recommending.. Have only just had
a quick game so far but I really like it. Nice format where it boils down to tower defence. Make sure you change the bow aiming
because the default aiming comes with an offset which feels really unnatural.

I like the upgrades too that pop up after a few waves, adds some cool effects to your gear.
This will definitely be an awesome co-op experience if you can round up some people to play.. Unique take on the
metroidvania. Great game, fun gameplay and it's beautiful :)
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Excellent complextro EDM.. this game is already awesome and it is even more awesome with this. 4 costumes there are 2 i
know rebrianne and the pride troopers
. u need to play normal game and siege noone plays the rest. Really really dark game but really gripping in a way it makes you
love it :D. I have just compleated it and yet want to compleate it again with different choices. If you play this remember every
choice as a consequence . Definly worth the price. Buy it and see for your self =).. 3\/10!

Open game then close game = all achievements.. This is a quick early review to give the game a deserved thumbs up! Look at
the total time played by the negative reviews, people aren't even getting into the dogfights before they refund and write a bad
review. It's very arcadey (in a cool way), but looks fantastic and is a blast in dogfights and I haven't had any problems, except 1
freeze up. Totally different from other games I've played, there is a learning curve for some missions, but older gamers
shouldn't mind replaying missions to finish them and there are checkpoint restarts.

Check it out for yourself, but the 2 hour refund policy seems to hurt a game like this where you need to learn a few things
before they give you access to the good stuff. I wish more was unlocked to start with, but you have to unlock some stuff and buy
other planes and upgrades with money earned in the game.

After 7 hours of play I am still enjoying the new missions and even though the story and the character voices are a little cheesey
(but aren't most arcade games) you only need to listen to them one time in a cut scene and then skip them (the skip is available
right away).. liek dis if u cri evritim. could've been good, But Was Not.. I hate you 3000
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